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IN THEIR COLLABORATIVE BOOK, WAY UP NORTH IN DIXIE,
Howard and Judith Sacks make a convincing case for a black family named
Snowden from Mount Vernon, Ohio, having inspired the minstrel Daniel
Emmett (also from Mount Vernon) to copy a little known song they had writ-

ten.   Emmett copied the song, Dixie, and popularized it on Broadway in 1856.
Later, Phillip Werlein of New Orleans, in 1860, ignored the copyright laws and
published a popular sheet music arrangement of Dixie that spread like wildfire
throughout the South.  Still, this explanation does nothing to account for the ori-
gin of the word itself.  So where did the word come from?

The case has been made that Dixie stems from a corruption of the term
Mason-Dixon, the boundary between Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania, and
thus by extension, the demarcation line between the northern states and the south-
ern states.  Still, it is not readily apparent just how Mason-Dixon would have
devolved into Dixie.  

The case has also been made that there once was a kindly slave owner on
Manhattan Island (of all places) named Dixy.  His alleged beneficent ways with his
slaves led to his lands being seen as some sort of Elysium of happy times with the
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New Orleans from its southern
docks is depicted in A.R. Waud’s
lithograph for D. Appleton & Co.,
New York, 1873. (Library of
Congress)
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term finding its way into the national lexicon as Dixie by the time of the Civil War.  
A more plausible explanation must lie elsewhere.  To make this case one

must examine the economic history of New Orleans.    At the time of the Louisiana
Purchase (1803) colonial New Orleanians, both those of French descent and those
of Spanish descent, were by and large known as creoles; the term creole coming
from the Spanish crillo, meaning born in the colonies.  Most creoles in 1803 did not
speak English and were not interested in learning any either.  Few had the pre-
scient ability to see that time and circumstance would redound to the benefit of
New Orleans which went from a moribund small river town, population around
8,000,  with one financial institution, to an economic colossus with more money in
its thirteen banks than the federal treasury in the astonishingly short span of fifty-
seven years.  

By 1831, only twenty-eight years after the Louisiana Purchase, and as a
result of the boom times brought on by a combination of steamboat development
and expanding trade west of the Alleghenies, the value of imported and exported
goods passing through New Orleans had risen to $26,000,000.  As an example of
the boom times New Orleans was experiencing, in four more years that figure had
more than doubled to $53,750,000.  By 1840 the population of New Orleans had
exploded to 102,000 souls.  The population in 1860 rose to 168,675.  It was the
fourth largest city in the United States and the largest in the South.  In 1812 the
first steamboat called on New Orleans and between 1821 and 1826 steamboat
arrivals went from 287 to over 700.  By 1860 more than 3,000 steamboats were
docking at New Orleans annually. 

Because of the enmity between the creoles and the ever increasing number
of Americans who continued to pour into New Orleans as economic times picked
up the creoles mostly remained in the Vieux Carre’ (the original colonial settle-
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Norman’s Plan of New Orleans &
Environs, 1845, showing
Municipality nos. One, Two and
Three, and Algiers south of the
river.  (Library of Congress)
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ment) or its downriver suburb known as Faubourg Marigny, while the Americans,
who were called derisively by most creoles . . . “Kaintocks,” settled in the area just
upriver from the Vieux Carre’ known as Faubourg St. Mary.  The dividing street
between the creole Vieux Carre’ and the Americans was Canal Street.  The street
was more popularly known as the “neutral ground” because it was there the two
factions found it handy to conduct common business.  Until this very day the term
“traffic median” is virtually unused in New Orleans except by tourists. Locals still
refer to traffic medians as “neutral grounds.”  Incidentally, Canal Street never had a
canal on it. 

Each of the three Municipalities,
nos. One, Two and Three, circulat-
ed individualistic currency.  (note
at top courtesy Heritage Auctions,
others from author’s collection)
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By 1836 the animosity between creole and “Kaintock” had risen to such
intolerable levels in the municipal government at New Orleans that the city council
divided the government into three municipalities, each with its own courts, police,
assessors, etc.   Although there was a common mayor he had little power.  The
Vieux Carre’ and adjacent Faubourg Treme became the first municipality.
Faubourg St. Mary became the second municipality and Faubourg Marigny became
the third.  They met collectively only once a year and rarely agreed on anything.
The three municipalities issued their own shin plasters to their employees in vari-
ous denominations.  Unrecognized by the established banks the shin plasters were
accepted by local merchants.  In 1852 both factions came to their senses and reor-
ganized as one government in a new city hall in the American sector.  The class
lines between creole and “Kaintock” in New Orleans had blurred considerably as
the economy continued to sky rocket.

Chartered in April 1833 and capitalized at $12,000,000 in New Orleans
was the Citizens Bank and Trust at 616 Rue Toulouse as it was known to its
English speaking customers.  It was better known as La Banque des Citoyens de La
Louisiane to its French and Spanish creole customers.  Whatever it was called the
Citizens was an instant success and its credit so solid that in only three short years it
was able to sell $3,000,000 of its bonds to the great international banking firm of
Hope and Company located in Amsterdam.  Unfortunately the Citizens  Bank got
caught up in the financial panic of 1837 brought on by the non-renewal of the 2d
Bank of the United States’ charter in 1832 (which did not expire until 1836).
President Andrew Jackson who distrusted paper money, national banks, Nicholas
Biddle, John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay (not necessarily in that order) told his
vice president, Martin Van Buren: “....the bank says it will kill me Van Buren, but I

The Citizens Bank of

Louisiana was reorga-

nized in 1852 and recap-

italized in 1854. Once

again it was the largest

bank in New Orleans

and controlled half of the

local money supply. 

Citizens Bank of Louisiana building, corner
Royal and Customhouse Streets, at a later 
period.  (Fred Reed collection)
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will kill the bank.”  Jackson prevailing in this battle withdrew all federal funds from
that bank and his further successful sponsorship of the Specie Act (mandating fed-
eral lands could only be paid for in specie) precipitated the failure of many banks,
even the Citizens.  The Citizens was thrust into receivership in 1842.  Between
1838 and 1842 eight Louisiana banks with a combined capital of $38,000,000 failed.   

The Citizens was reorganized in 1852, however, and recapitalized in 1854.
Once again it was the largest bank in New Orleans and controlled half of the local
money supply.  By 1852 fully one-third of all United States exports flowed through
the port of New Orleans.  The Citizens emerged from another nationwide financial
panic in 1857 stronger than ever and never looked back until the Civil War.  By
1860 New Orleans saw more than 2,200,000 bales of cotton alone worth an esti-
mated $110.000,000 ship through the port.    

There can be little doubt that the Citizens bank added the word Dixie to
the national lexicon due to its aggressive solicitation of the steamboat business.  It
actively loaned money on steamboat bills of lading on a large scale.  Steamboat
operators needed ready cash to pay wharfage fees, wages, fuel costs etc., on their
protracted trips on the nation's rivers.  No bank in the country advanced more cash
to the steamboat trade than the Citizens.  At any one moment during the 1850s the
Citizens had upwards of $4,000,000 to $5,000,000, usually in small denominations,
circulating up and down not only the Mississippi River Valley, but also the Ohio
River Valley and the Missouri River Valley not to mention the Wabash, Tennessee,
Arkansas and Red River valleys.  Citizens' notes in the 1850s thus circulated in
large numbers from St. Louis to Pittsburgh and from St. Paul to the Gulf.  No
other bank in the Union even came close to the volume of notes the Citizens had in
circulation in the heartland of America.

The Citizens Bank of Louisiana cir-
culated DIX PIASTRES notes in the
1830s-40s, Haxby LA-15G18, but
no known genuine examples exist.
Haxby does illustrate a contempo-
rary counterfeit of the note, LA-
15C18.  At least two other banks
also circulated Dix notes at the
time.  The Banque des
Ameliorations (New Orleans
Improvement and Banking Co.)
and the Commercial Bank of New
Orleans circulated the notes illus-
trated at top (Haxby LA-120G4)
and above (Haxby LA-35G4).
(Illustrations courtesy of Eric
Newman)
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Whereas other banks often had their notes discounted the further they
traveled from where they had been issued this was most certainly not so with the
Citizens' small notes.  Most steamboat captains and by extension, their clerks
(pursers) preferred small denominations like the Citizens' $10 note for conve-
nience.  There were several earlier varieties of the Citizens' $10 note but the note
that circulated in the largest numbers was the colorful red note with the prominent
DIX on the reverse.  This note was bilingual in nature (as were the bank's other
notes)  On its obverse was a portrait of Louisiana governor A.B. Roman, a steam-
boat and a vieux carre’ scene.    Whereas the pronunciation of the other Citizens’
notes in French was generally not attempted by most Americans, the red DIX
(pronounced DEES in French) caught the fancy of Americans who mangled it to
"DIXIES" when they had more than one.  Because of the large numbers of
Citizens’ Dix notes in circulation and the ready money to be made in  New
Orleans it soon became popular west of the Alleghenies, especially after 1854, to
say: “I'm going to New Orleans and get me a pocket full of Dixies!” And that is
how Dixie entered the public domain.  At least two other banks in New  Orleans
also issued DIX notes during the ante bellum period, the Banque des Amelioration
(St. Louis Hotel Improvement Bank) and the Commerce Bank.

The city of New Orleans fell to Union forces early in the war (April 1862)
and the economy went into a downward spiral that lasted seventeen years.  This
downward trend was only in part due to the war.  The major cause was due to the
emergent power of the railroads.  By 1863 seven of the thirteen pre-Civil War
banks in New Orleans had closed their doors forever, but the Citizens survived to
see New Orleans again become an important trade center.  This is attributable to
the development of the city's port spurred by James Eads’ development of deep
water channels at the Mississippi’s mouths beginning in 1879.  

The Citizens Bank of Louisiana cir-
culated two types of Dix notes in
the 1850s.  The first type issued by
the reorganized bank, Haxby LA-
15G20a/20b is unknown according
to Haxby.  Illustrated is a contem-
porary counterfeit, LA-15C20a,
dated 1856.  The second type,
Haxby LA-15G22a, is also SENC
(Surviving Example Not Confirmed)
according to Haxby.  Illustrated is
a contemporary counterfeit, Haxby
LA-15C22a.  (Illustrations courtesy
Heritage Auctions)
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In 1921 the Citizens and the Canal Bank merged to become the Canal
Trust and Savings Bank.  In 1933 this bank failed and was liquidated.  In that same
year a reorganization took place and a new bank, the National Bank of Commerce
emerged incorporating some of the old Canal Trust's deposits and loans.  This
bank eventually became the 1st National Bank of Commerce which was acquired by
Bank One in 1998.  Shortly thereafter Bank One was acquired by JP Morgan
Chase.  Despite a broken chain of ownership, JP Morgan Chase voluntarily agreed
to establish a million dollar African American college scholarship fund known as
Smart Start Louisiana.  This has been seen as partial compensation for the descen-
dants of the slaves that Citizens and Canal Bank wound up owning because of
defaulted loans.  The eventual disposition of those unfortunate individuals is not
clear, but they were most likely sold at auction.  So, almost two centuries after the
Citizen’s founding at the nexus of Kaintock, Creole, and African mixing, the unique
legacy lives on in the highly collectible Dixie notes, the promulgation of the term,
Dixie (still an icon of the South) and the scholarships available to the descendants
of former slaves   

Citizens Bank of Louisiana Dix notes, of the type shown above, are very
popular in collecting circles today.  Reminder notes sell for upwards of $800-900
dollars at auction.  Dealer fixed prices are often higher, and results of slabbed “Gem
Uncirculated 66 EPQ” examples have seen $1,500 or so in the current market.     v

The common Dix note of the
Citizens Bank of Louisiana is the
1860s National Bank Note Co.
imprint, Haxby LA-15G26a.
(Illustrations from the collection of
the author)
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